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Greetings everyone, I hope all is well.
I had the pleasure of attending Mopar
Sunday for the first time in late July. I was
only there for the Sunday, having flown
in first thing in the morning, and then
flying back that afternoon, but it was
still a great day. I was very impressed
by the number of cars in attendance.
There must have been 100 in the outside
car park alone, and they quickly ran out
of space for the show ‘n’ shine section
inside Willowbank Raceway! Another
thing that struck me is the amount of
tough cars up in Queensland. It seems
there may be more hardcore Mopars up
in sunny Queensland, than there are in
NSW. Hopefully this year’s Mopar Rumble
will bring out all of the tough cars in and
around Sydney—and NSW—and prove
me wrong. Interstaters are of course
more than welcome too!
The weekend after Mopar Sunday was
spent at Canton Beach for the Hunter
Valley Chrysler Club Wake Run. This
event is one of my favourites each year,
as I take the opportunity to head up
a few days before it starts, and make a
small holiday out of it. The setting at the
Canton Beach Holiday Park is very serene,
and immediately creates a relaxing vibe.
The whole weekend is organised by the

FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the 3rd Issue of Torque for
2011, and with a bit of luck, everyone will
be receiving this in early October, which
means that we’re running to schedule.
There’s a first time for everything!
You may notice that there are an extra
four pages in this issue. We just had way
too much stuff to cram into our standard
20 page format. Chris “The Prez” Mede
has contributed a great deal to this issue,
with his article on RTA compliance for
modified vehicles, an article on historic
registration, a cool little piece on a Mopar-

Sez

HVCC in such a manner that you can
participate in as much or as little of the
activities as you wish, and it helps that
they are a great bunch of easy going
people. If you haven’t been yet, you
should really consider going next year.
In fact, the same goes for Mopar Sunday.
If you are into tough cars, and appreciate
seeing a huge amount of Mopars in one
place, you should experience this event
at least once.
The next event to cap off that busy
month was The Shannon’s Eastern Creek
Classic held at Eastern Creek raceway and
hosted by the Council of Motor Clubs
Inc. Our affiliation with the CMC means
we are invited to display our (as close to
standard) vehicles from within the club.
Although we have some tough custom
cars in our fold, we also have a large
amount of stock standard, or standardappearing vehicles too, and the CMC
are about the preservation of historic
vehicles. Initially we purchased 20 tickets
for this event, and the spots began to fill
up slowly, but come the week before the
event, everyone seemed to want to go!
This included a few new members who
unfortunately missed out. Next year, I
suggest getting in early, so no one has to
miss displaying their car at this fantastic

powered bulldozer, as well as part 2 of
the “Transformer” article on the 1968
Plymouth Barracuda he’s currently slaving
over.
And of course, it wouldn’t be a Torque
mag without an event report by Gordon
”Lens Cap” Kyd, and he has delivered a
4,000 word, blow-by-blow account of the
HVCC Wake Run. I didn’t make it up there
this year, but after reading Gordo’s article
I feel as if I was there.
And Andrew “Feather Duster Taxi Cab
Owner” Pana has a great little event
report from this year’s Mopar Sunday, as
well as some great pics from the event.

event. I believe there were over 1,900
cars on display this year. All cars got to
do three cruise laps of the racetrack, and
there were old double decker bus rides
all day, along with a trade alley. It just
gets bigger every year.
In between attending these events, I’ve
been keeping very busy by working on
Chantal Hawkins’ 1968 Hemi Barracuda.
Part 2 of the transformation of this car
can be seen on page 16 of this issue of
Regals Torque, and you can see that
things are coming along nicely. This car
has some pretty extensive modifications
that require an engineer’s certificate, and
for those in the know, there have been
plenty of rumours going around that
the RTA are about to make modifying
vehicles nearly impossible. Of course,
this effects the Barracuda project, so I’ve
been following all information as closely
as possible with dreaded anticipation. In
August the RTA made an announcement
in regards to the Engineering Certificate
Scheme, so I’ve written an article on page
4 which will hopefully dispel some of the
myths regarding the announcement, and
the proposed changes.
I’ll see you on the road.
Chris Mede - President

You’ll also notice that Pana’s taxi made
it onto the front cover of this issue. This
was a fantastic moment from the July club
meeting. Pana’s recent upgrades to the
Duster had left the car’s undercarriage just
a little bit too close to the bitumen, so in
classic Regals style, everyone hopped into
action, jacked up the front end, and after
a bit of tinkering, Pana was ready for the
drive home.
And don’t forget to check out the historical
(and slightly hysterical) photos on page
22 in our “Blast from the Past” section.
They’re sure to bring a smile to your face.
Enjoy!
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Modifying a vehicle?
You may want to know about the RTA’s

Vehicle Safety Compliance
Certification Scheme
Words by Chris Mede
For those of us interested in modifying
cars there’s been a black cloud over our
hobby for the past 12 months. There have
been rumours circulating that the RTA will
make it virtually impossible to engineer
(and hence register) a modified vehicle in
NSW. Some stories mentioned that any
vehicle requiring an engineer certificate
would have to meet current Australian
design rules (ADRs). Imagine fitting a 318
small block into your VC valiant, and then
having to fit pollution gear and ABS!
The other big, but not unsubstantiated
rumour revolved around the RTA forcing
all current RTA-approved engineers to submit an application to become an approved
engineer under a new proposed scheme,
no matter how long they’ve been in the
game. The clincher would be far tighter
regulations, along with a ridiculously
high premium for mandatory professional
indemnity and public liability insurance for
the engineer to hold while in business,
and up to 10 years after they cease trading.
Figures of up to $20,000 per annum were
thrown about. Not a big incentive for engineers reapplying to become a licensed
certifier, and then think of the engineering
fees for the ones that do reapply!
Hearing stories like that really put a lot of
people off starting new projects, including
me when it came to advising the owners
of the 1968 Barracuda I’ve been working
on. I was concerned that the owners
would spend a small fortune importing
the engine, suspension components and
the rest, only to find out that the car can’t
be registered in NSW once completed. So
I went ahead and submitted an 18 page
proposal to an engineer outlining in detail
all of the plans we had for the Barracuda,
making sure they fall within the guidelines
of the bulletins released by the RTA concerning light vehicle modifications. After
submitting my plans to the registered RTA
approved engineer, he assured me that
the project would be fine.
That brings us up to the present. In August
of 2011, the RTA announced the introduction of the new Vehicle Safety Compliance
Certification Scheme (VSCCS), and that the
current Engineering Certification Scheme
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(ECS) would cease to exist on September
29th 2011. Long story short, the RTA
invited all current ECS members who are
interested in becoming a licensed certifier
under the VSCCS to lodge an expression of
interest to help make a smooth transition
between the two schemes. The applicant
would have to meet a certain criteria,
and then attend an interview. From that
point they would then have to attend an
induction to the VSCCS. The RTA has also
arranged to provide licensed certifiers
with access to Principal Arranged Insurance (PAI). The premium is under $3,000
and covers the certifier for 7 years after
they leave the industry or retire. A far cry
from the $20,000 figure mentioned in the
rumours!
In the VSCCS FAQ fact sheet found on the
RTA website, they state that the introduction of the VSCCS is designed to protect
the public and to improve road safety
outcomes. The VSCCS ensures that relevant vehicles are assessed appropriately
for compliance with the applicable vehicle
standards. One question from the vehicle
owner’s perspective addressed on the fact
sheet is “Will this scheme prevent me from
modifying my vehicle the way that I want
to?” The answer is “The VSCCS only establishes a process for licensing certifiers and
identifying when certificates are required.
Whether or not a vehicle can be modified
depends on the vehicle standards and
registration requirements of the RTA.
This process will not be affected by the
scheme.”The RTA also mentions that there
will be no changes to vehicle standards
with the introduction of the new scheme,
but vehicle standards will
continue to be progressively updated over time
as currently occurs.
But wait, that’s not
entirely true. The Department of Infrastructure has
released bulletins that
show they have made
significant changes and
amendments to “Vehicle
Standards bulletin 14”.
The scary part is that
the Department of Infra-

structure is trying to push these changes
through with the introduction of the
VSCCS, which in effect means these new
rules will be law as of October 2011. Now
after reading most of the bulletins (suspension and steering is 85 pages alone) I found
it almost impossible to summarise how
the changes will affect the average punter.
It seems a lot of it is overly complicated,
contradictory and open to interpretation.
Now, fortunately we do have a
group on our side known as the
Australian Confederation of Motor
Clubs or ACMC. They can be found at:
www.confederationofmotorclubs.org.au.
In short the ACMC has been set up to act
as the voice representing the automotive
community when communicating and
consulting with the government and
industry on issues such as the above. It’s
taken a while, but I can report that the
lines of communication between the RTA
and the ACMC have finely been opened,
and the news isn’t all bad. It appears that
the RTA (which is currently in a shambles
due to its merging with NSW Maritime)
may realise that things are getting rushed
through way too quickly, and hence have
agreed to run the old scheme and the new
scheme concurrently for 6 months. It’s a
minor concession, but for people like me
in the middle of a build, it’s fantastic news.
I’m sure more will be written on the matter
in the coming months, I just hope the RTA
and Department of Infrastructure listen to
the voices of the enthusiasts and come to
some reasonable arrangement. Until then,
we can thank the tireless efforts of the
ACMC for going into bat for us.
So for now, I guess it’s back to work on
the Barracuda...
More information can be found at:
http://www.rta.nsw.gov.au/registration/
authorisedinspectors/vsccs
and
http://www.infrastructure.gov.au/roads/
vehicle_regulation/bulletin/vsb_ncop.aspx

Mopar & MopaR
mayhem Sunday
Event report: 30th and 31st July, 2011 — QLD Raceway/Willowbank Raceway

Words and pics by Andrew “Feather Duster Taxi Cab Owner” Pana, additional pics by Karl Miegel
Up bright and early on Saturday morning
(6:00am I think) for an 8:30am Virgin Blue
flight from Sydney to sunny old Brisbane,
and wasn’t I damn excited. It had been a
fairly long time between drinks for Mopar
Sunday attendance and hearing that it’s
getting bigger and better over the last
5 years, I had to make sure I got to this
year’s event. And as a sensational bonus,
Deb (aka Fastlane) from the Hemi 6 Pack
Forum (www.hemi6pack.com) organised
another event, ‘Mopar Mayhem’ which
was scheduled for the day before on
Saturday 30th at QLD Raceway. Traditionally, Mopar Sunday was a one-day, action
packed event but with the inclusion of
Mopar Mayhem into the mix, it was destined to be a great weekend.

I arrived in Brizzy early Saturday morning
to be greeted by a mate, Karl at the airport. We then headed back to the northern suburbs of Brisbane for some lunch
and a badly-needed cup of coffee to wake
up a bit. ‘Old mate’ Karl had recently acquired himself an original ’73 Duster 340
and had only just taken delivery from the
U.S. An absolutely gorgeous car; stroker
small block with crossram intake manifold
with twin 465 4bbl mechanical secondaries. There’s something you don’t see too
often. I’ve seen this type of vintage Edelbrock intake on big blocks before but never a small block, so I was definitely going
to be looking forward to hopping in the
passenger’s seat of this machine. Being a
Duster owner and A-Body fan, it’s always
enjoyable to check other U.S. Mopar own-

ers’ vehicles. But this shotgun ride was
going to have to wait until tomorrow.
After a little bit of relaxation and a good
look over Karl’s unique Duster (he also
owns a fully optioned-up ’74 Dart Swinger) we made tracks out to QLD Raceway
to check out the inaugural ‘Mopar Mayhem’ or ‘Mopar Saturday’ as some were
to call it. Around an hour’s drive out to
the track in the comfort of a Honda CRV
and I could start to here a few vehicles
circling the race circuit. I was so eager to
jump out of the moving CRV and see the
action. First thing I spotted with the infamous black Barracuda of Darren McGahan
(this vehicle was previously owned by a
fellow Regal and definitely in a different
state than the vehicle is now). I’ve never
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seen this car run before (outside of YouTube of course) and it was pretty interesting watching the car slowly creep around
the turns and as soon as it got to the start
of the main straight, it launched so hard.
The stroker small block revving pretty
damn hard. One thing you have to love
about the stroker small blocks is the rev
range. They definitely like to get up there.
I couldn’t wait to see this vehicle live up to
its reputation with its wheel standing antics on the Sunday…
I would say there were approx 30-40
Chryslers out there and having a lot of fun.
Definitely a few of the usual Hemi 6 Pack
suspects like Pete with his gorgeous yellow E55 Charger, Tim with his VJ Charger,
Rob with his beautiful silver ‘Yoot’ and one
of my faves (yes, another Duster) was Dave
Mahoney with a gem of a blue 440-powered Plymouth Duster. A really nice rig
indeed. As we got there, cars were cruising around the circuit, giving the throttle a
little workout here and there. Sort of a bit
jealous I wasn’t out there participating…
Next was time for some match racing and
this was definitely good fun. Everyone was
in on this one with side-by-side old school
racing down the main straight. There was
such variety in this. Some of the quicker
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cars kept racing each other and a great mix
in there. It was a lot of fun to watch and everyone was having so much fun with it all.
It was time for a few burnouts but this was
powerskid time (Powercruise style). A couple of the heavy hitters didn’t come out for
this one but two vehicles impressed me.
One was a white CL or CM Chugga with
some groovy retro graphics, and this thing
loved to smoke the bags. It kept coming
back and back and doing mega skids. It
was definitely in disguise. The other was
a lad in a green Challenger that gave this
mild big block an absolute hammering.
This Mopar was a 4 speed and he just kept
giving it and giving it. I would have to say
he came around about 5 or 6 times to fry
those tyres. I think James (Regals burnout
master) would’ve been quite impressed
with this chap, who was clearly loving it.
Credit goes out to Deb and the crew for
organising this event. It is a lot of work to
prepare for something like this and I must
say that this was a great idea to fill the entire weekend up. It was a more informal
catch-up of vehicles having some fun out
on the track and then Sunday as the pure
drag day. A good turnout for first time out
and I’m sure that Mopar Mayhem 2012 will
be bigger and better and get a lot more
support.

We headed back to Karl’s place as his lovely Wife was preparing a nice home cooked
meal for us and (as you do) we stopped off
to pick up a few lagers on the way back,
and a nice bottle of red to go with dinner.
A relaxing night, a nice meal with friends
and a bit of bench racing and Mopar chatter to finish out the night.
Up nice and early on Sunday (6:30am me
thinks?) and not being a morning person
at all, the first thing I asked for was for caffeine. After I finally woke up, we jumped
outside, as I was itching to hear this Duster
liven up, and I wasn’t disappointed. Such
a smooth and torquey engine. We let the
old girl idle and warm up for a few minutes while enjoying fresh coffee brew and
it was damn cold for Brisbane. All the times
I’d ventured up to our northern brother’s
territory, I’d never really felt cold like
this. We headed off to BP service station
about ½ hour away where a group of the
Queensland Chryslers was gathering to
cruise down to Willowbank Raceway. A few
dilemmas with a couple of other cars out
there (flat battery) and then off we went.
The Duster cruised down to the venue and
it was a nice and smooth ride except for
the manual valve body 727, which was a
pain as it’s a bench seat Duster, but nevertheless a really nice and trouble free drive.

It was all happening when we arrived
— cars had already started racing and
the carpark was quite full. We parked the
Duster at the side of the track in the show
area, lifted the bonnet and Karloo and I
went off to check out the action. Brothers
Mede had ventured up for the event with
a few boxes of Mopar Rumble brochures
in hand, and the chilling cold had all but
gone away and what an amazing day. The
weather was gorgeous and sensational
for an event like this. We scouted around
the swap and trade area for a bit but didn’t
see much there that would be suited for a
Plymouth Duster. We went in and checked
out the racing action. Loads of match-ups.
Once again, Darren’s black Barracuda was
a highlight. Watching this Mopar launch
its front and wheelstand to past the 60ft
mark was sensational, and the vehicle was
running consistent high 9s all day. I was
constantly waiting for this racecar to come
around again and again.
Lee Bektash and Team Mopar had the
Dodge Pro Stock car out there and ran a
few 7.07 ETs. It was great to see this car out
in the show area and the crew working
on it between runs. Spectators were also
privileged to see a few alcohol funny car
passes and Steve Read come out in his Top
Fuel dragster for a couple of passes which
is always a great spectacle. There’s nothing better than 1000’s of horsepower of

hemi V8 muscle at full roar! There was so
much racing and was split into sessions of
Match racing and then near the end of the
day it went into competion Bracket Racing.
I’m a huge fan of bracket racing as it gives
a lot of racers the chance to move through
by not having the quickest vehicle, but by
their reaction time and consistency on dial
in. Tim Wood in his 215ci three-on-the-tree
Charger was awesome to watch. It was
hilarious seeing Tim shift through this 3
speed down the track and he got into the
semis but got knocked out. That’s what it’s
all about…
Near the end of racing, it was planned for
Darren McGahan in his 9 second Barracuda
to go up against Lee Bektash in the 7 sec
Pro Stock but unfortunately the black Barracuda ran into electrical issues and they
couldn’t get it started. Huge shame as this
would’ve been a great race to witness.
Maybe next year…
We took some ripper photos from the
day and as per any event, there’s always
great Mopars out in the carpark. I spotted
a beautiful Thar She Blue VG Pacer out
there, a mean black AP6 and also spotted
a few of the Hemi 6 Pack questionables,
being Azz, Jamie, Dave and Simon all loitering in the carpark. Don’t know if they
even made it in to watch the racing. Classic
crew they are! Also got to pick up my M/T
retro cast valve covers off Jamie (thanks

HoodlumJim). I saw a lot of magenta coloured cars up here. They really do like
their pink Chryslers in Queensland I must
say… Mmmmm?????
Overall, a great weekend of Mopars. It’s
such a great event and it’s been around
for such a long time and couldn’t imagine
Queenslanders not having this event. It’s
great to see clubs getting involved and
putting on events like this. The hobby
grows and grows each day and I see all
these young blokes getting into Mopars.
It’s a life-long addiction.
Unfortunately no mega booze-ups or rowdy Saturday night Mopar antics to report
on. Pretty tame on this adventure and
maybe I’ll make up for it next year…
So then off to the Airport and heading back
home with Brothers Mede. We stopped
into Red Rooster for a bit of grub before
the flight home and of course I got pulled
up in security as I had the valve covers in a
plastic bag. After 5 minutes to’s and fro’s,
they let me through and all good.
A job well done to all involved in organising Mopar Mayhem and Mopar Sunday. Thanks to Karl and his lovely wife for
their hospitality, thanks to H6P boys for
the yarn and thanks Mopar Mayhem and
Mopar Sunday crew for the event. This
got me even more psyched for our event.
Bring on MOPAR RUMBLE!
REGALS TORQUE
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LEST WE FORGET
Some Regals make the annual pilgrimage to Canton Beach
on the 30th anniversary of the termination of Chrysler
production in Australia.
Event Report: Hunter Valley Chrysler Club ‘Wake Run’
5th and 6th August 2011, Canton Beach
Words and pics by Gordon Kyd

The Hunter Valley Chrysler Club’s
(HVCC) annual Wake Run has become
a mainstay on the Mopar calendar for
many members of The Regals because
lets face it, anyone who has attended
in the past has had great time. The
caravan park setting, nestled on the lake,
offers the most laid back and tranquil
environment for “The Great Unwind” so
when el Vino do floweth, the charm of
the lake side cabins, miles away from
cares or stresses, heightens the merry
experience.
With the event being held at Canton
Beach Holiday Park, which is no more
than an hour and a half from most
Sydney dwellers, there isn’t a more
convenient (and certainly not a more
scenic) NSW Mopar event for Regals
members to attend. Adding to the The
Wake Run’s building reputation is the
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impressive number of unique Chryslers
that attend year after year. There is
always something new or previously
unseen which would please any Mopar
enthusiast or event regular. Rounding off
the list of praises is the ultra friendly and
extremely hospitable Wake Run committee (key members of The HVCC) who are
the heart and soul of this great Chrysler
event. This year they really excelled in
dealing with the uncertain weather conditions, quickly rolling out contingency
plans due to the flooded lake foreshore
and displaying all round great organisation for the duration of the event.
The tried and trusted program of events
for the Wake Run has remained pretty
much the same for years due to its continued success, with enough action to
feel entertaining but enough downtime
to enjoy the serenity of the surrounds,

while catching up with fellow Mopar
owners from neighbouring cabins.
While many people tend to think The
Wake Run is about the Chrysler ‘Show
and Shine’ on Sunday, for anyone
who has spent the whole weekend or
even added a Thursday and Friday to
make a holiday out of it, knows it is so
much more than a one day car show.
The program for the weekend begins
officially on Friday from 5:30pm with
a ‘Meet and Greet’ BBQ put on by the
HVCC where a complimentary sausage
sizzle and Mopar movie night is held at
their marquee. Apparently this year the
snags were so popular, only the quick
scored one.
Saturday 5th August 2011 - Cruisin’
Saturday morning marked the first day of
Chrysler interaction with an early morning run to Pennoz Cafe for a quick coffee

and breakfast. Only the really enthusiastic early risers (those that haven’t over
indulged in a Friday night on the turps)
usually make this run and I don’t think
any of The Regals have ever been on it
to date. 2011 was no exception.
It was around 8:30am on Saturday that
I arrived at the boom gates of Canton
Beach Holiday Park from a perfect run up
from Sydney. The wet weather forecast
for the weekend had turned out to be
false at this stage and in its place was an
abundance of the best Central Coast sunshine any proud Chrysler owner would
be happy to have their car in. When I
made my way to the “Kingfisher” cabins
in one corner of the caravan park, which
for the past three year had become ‘The
Regals Quarter’, I was greeted by Raf and
his mate Grant standing around Raf’s
stunning Coronet 500 with its bonnet up.

No other soul was up at that stage so a
quick conversation summarised that the
alternator on Raf’s Dodge had packed it
in on Friday and the replacement he had
been so generously given by Steve Town
from the HVCC was internally regulated,
whereas the Coronet was wired up for
an externally regulated alternator. While
Raf worked his magic and rigged it up in
a make shift manner, the replacement
alternator wasn’t effectively charging the
Coronet’s battery. To add to the drama,
Raf pointed to a number of nasty looking
gouges on the lip of the road a few of feet
away from his Coronet, and explained
that on Friday afternoon when his
Dodge wouldn’t start, Andrew offered
to jump start it with his VC. When Andy
drove the Valiant off the lip of the road
onto the slightly lower section of grass
in order to get closer to the Coronet,
the exhaust of the VC caught on the lip

and snapped at the first point of weakness. The driver’s side exhaust manifold
completely severed where it connects to
the exhaust pipe in a way that not only
baffled everyone, but was also unable
to be re-welded. Andy returned with
the bad news from the welder only a
short time after I arrived and thus Raf
dubbed his and Andrew’s misfortunes
as ‘The Canton Curse’. At least two
Regals members each year have some
sort of mechanical failure that prevents
them from having a carefree cruising
weekend. Just ask Bruce about last year
in his Dodge!
Around 9:30am The Regals members in
neighbouring cabins started emerging
and greeting each other in a flurry of
handshakes and hugs. Corey who owns
the angry and tough looking red 1968
Roadrunner (black bonnet and 6 Pack
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scoop) introduced his newest family member, a very cute little Blue Grey Cattle dog
called Misty. Corey and is wife Michelle are
officially members of the Hunter Valley
Chrysler Club but have become surrogate
Regals members over the years. With the
night’s fast needing to be broken and in
some cases, mild hangovers needing
to be eased, Chris, Chantal, Steve and I
headed out to the Green Bean Cafe in
Canton Beach for a quick bite. Then we
needed to get back to the Holiday Park
where dozens of Chryslers were meeting
for the day’s main driving event that is The
Wake Run ‘Mystery Cruise’.
With all the drama of Andy and Raf’s car
problems and the rush to get it all sorted,
everyone from The Regals was out of
sync and running to delayed plans. As a
result when some of us were leaving the
Green Bean Cafe, others were arriving, so
the plan of all meeting with the rest of the
Mopar owners and joining the Mystery
Cruise fell through. It was agreed that
the new improvised plan was that The
Regals would make their way to the cruise
destination, being the Belmont 16 Footers
Sailing Club, in a shorter, less scenic route
than the rest of the Mopar convoy.
So as to not miss some good photo
opportunities, I made my way to the car
park out the front of the Canton Beach
Holiday Park where an excited atmosphere
was building. Dozens of Mopars and their
owners had collected in the small car park
with everything from ‘R’ Series through to
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P/T Cruisers being represented. Crowds
of people were catching up and chatting
with all the familiar faces from HVCC such
as Lynda and Graham Woodfood (Gold
1965 Plymouth Barracuda), Bill and Julie
Rigby (White ‘65 Plymouth Satellite), Justin
Russell (White ‘66 Dodge Phoenix), Steve
Town, John and Shirley Atkin (Green ‘72
VH Dodge Ute) and Jeff Nairn (Go Green
‘74 VJ Charger XL) through to Colin Money
from The R&S Valiant Car Club. Russell
Richardson, Mike Ramsey and some of
the other Dominator Engines boys were
also familiar faces in the crowd as was
Colin and Joan Lane from The PT Cruisers
Downunder Club who attend virtually
every Chrysler event on the Eastern Seaboard.
Some standout vehicles in the car park that
spring to mind were a pristine VF Pacer in
the rare shade of ‘Thar She Blue’, Russell
Richardson’s Dad’s blue 1960 Chrysler
AP3 Royal, a very tidy red factory V8 AP6
sedan with red highlighted jellybean
mags, Colin’s immaculate burgundy ‘R’
Series Valiant and a super tough white VF
ute, which had been mini tubbed and was
sporting a dual headlight VIP grill.
It was a delight watching all of the
Chryslers file out of the car park in convoy,
as it also gave me a the rare opportunity
to photograph the all cars leaving. As I was
not joining this group in my VE, I could
just appreciate all of the Mopars without
rushing to get behind the wheel of my
own. As if on cue, Raf and the rest of The

Regals that were late from their breakfast
run into town, drove toward the caravan
park in the opposite direction, just as the
last of the cruising convoy made its way
up the road to disappear out of sight.
It wasn’t long before Chris in his red VG
770 Hardtop, Corey in his Roadrunner,
Mark in his cream V8 CL sleeper, Andy
driving Raf’s Coronet and Steve behind the
wheel of my VE took off on a convoy of
our own. It was great to have Steve driving
the VE so I could focus on getting some
decent road shots as well as racking up
an IOU for when he and Chantal’s Hemi
Barracuda is finished. :) Our plan was to
take the most direct route to the Belmont
16 Footers Sailing Club (we probably could
have caught up with the main convoy but
their route was so obscure, we probably
have would gotten lost) and in theory
everything should have gone smoothly.
Once on the F3 heading north, I suggested
to Steve to get in the overtaking lane and
gun it so I could get some side shots of
our little Mopar line up. Not knowing what
exit we would be taking and with a large
truck blocking our view of Chris, Corey
and Raf’s cars, it was when taking photos
of Mark’s CL that I noticed him pointing
for an exit that we would only make if
we drove through his Valiant. Steve and
I watched as the large truck finally gave
us a clear view of the exit, with all the
Mopars we should have been following
turning onto it and exiting the freeway. In
an instant it was obvious that we needed

to cross three lanes in a distance of 20
metres if we were to make the exit and
as we were travelling at 60 mph, it wasn’t
going to happen. Rather than forcing the VE
to perform an impossible stunt, Steve kept
driving up the F3 and our little solo Central
Coast cruising adventure began. With over
an hour to get to the 16 Footers before the
main convoy was set to arrive, there was no
rush, so Steve and I took the next exit off
the F3, stopped at the first servo we saw,
asked for directions to Swansea and set
off with minimal stress. After a few left and
right turns, we passed the Vales Point Power
Station and before long we were heading
on the Old Pacific Highway following the
signs we had been instructed to look out for.
All in all with the sun out and light weekend
traffic on the road, it was a really relaxing
50 minutes and a fantastic drive that saw
us turn up at the Belmont 16 Footers Sailing
Club just as the last of the main group were
arriving. It really couldn’t have been better
timing and it would have actually looked like
we had arrived with the main group. Richard
and Bill from The HVCC greeted us as we
entered the sailing club’s car park and we
were directed to park out on the grass, right
on the water overlooking Lake Macquarie.
Steve and I caught up with the rest of The
Regals who were in conversation with the
owner of an ultra rare 1970 Plymouth ‘Cuda
Gran Coupe that was in stunning Burnt Tan
Metallic with an awesome Gator Grain Vinyl
Top, powered by a matching-numbers 383ci
Super Commando and factory 4 speed. The
owner claimed that it was a 1 of 1 car as no

other Gran Coupe ‘Cudas were ever made
in Burnt Tan Metallic. There was a incredibly
diverse selection of Australian and Yankee
Chryslers that had made the trip out with
many turning up that weren’t part of the
Mystery Cruise. With Lake Macquarie in
the background, a scantly clouded sky and
generous lunchtime sunshine, it was quite a
Summery feel for a Winter’s day. Eventually
everyone slowly made their way into the
club so I took the opportunity to snap a few
photos of the Mopars in the car park and on
the grass while the crowds weren’t obscuring the shots.
Once I joined the rest of The Regals (who
had secured a spot in an outside area of
the club with water views) Raf generously
shouted everyone at our table drinks as he
had won a $50 club voucher for the Club’s
Choice Trophy for his Coronet. After an
hour of chatting, a few quiet free drinks and
checking out Mark’s ridiculously cool orange
sunglasses with integrated visor, people
started making movements back to their
cars to head back to Canton Beach and the
caravan park. I ended up having a quick conversation with the owner of the rare ‘Cuda
Gran Coupe and took a few staged shots of
it with the lake as a backdrop, but missed
heading back with Chris and the rest of The
Regals so I joined a group that consisted of
a red V8 AP6, a blown purple CL Charger
sporting a huge ‘Dominator Engines’ sticker
on the back window, Steve Town’s CM GLX
Valiant and the blue 1960 Chrysler AP3 Royal
previously mentioned.
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Upon returning to the caravan park, the
scene in ‘The Regals Quarter’ was of
washing, detailing, addressing mechanical
issues, bonnets up and people standing
around chatting with drinks in their hands.
Chris had removed the 770 boot trims to
detail them, and Andy, Raf, Mark and Grant
were engrossed in the engine bay of Andy’s
VC, obviously talking about the snapped
exhausted manifold. Rob dropped in with
his children for a short time in his alwaysspectacular and impressive blown orange
‘Cuda, with Corey’s puppy being a hit with
the kids. It was a pretty perfect afternoon
as the sun set slowly and plans for a BBQ
dinner were made. While Chris and Andy’s
cabin veranda became the social zone, as
per usual, with the plastic chairs seating all
The Regals present on the Saturday, the
night time drinking exploits began. Before
long, some great vintage photos courtesy
of Raf were passed around. Old photos
of a very young Raf sporting a legendary
mullet, pics of Raf with Brett Roberts’
Dad, photos of the Coronet in its pre-resto
days and other miscellaneous photos that
included a white 1968 Plymouth GTX frying
tyres in some suburban back street, made
for fantastic entertainment, especially with
Raf describing the goings-on of each shot.
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With night time well and truly kicking, we all
made our way down to the caravan park’s
BBQ area to cook up some dinner. Around
9pm, George and Cherie in the GTS Dart,
Harry in his orange VG hardtop and Dimi in
his VE Safari turned up, and that’s when the
party really started! It took all of 10 minutes
for “The Spartan Regals” to crack bottles of
spirits and wine so the good times rolled,
the banter escalated and I knew that when
I turned-in relatively early, there would be
some in the group who would have sore
heads tomorrow.
Sunday 6th August 2011 - Show and Shine
During the early hours of Sunday morning,
the forecast of rain finally arrived with a few
hours of heavy downpour that slowed to
a sprinkle when I got up at around 7am.
Emerging from the cabin I was sharing
with Mark, I looked to the skies to see
small patches of blue in among dark and
ominous rain-laden clouds. It was hard to
determine if the rain was going to dig in for
the day, which would effectively ruin the
‘Show and Shine’, but we had been very
fortunate with the weather so far that you
just had to roll with it. Mark got up at the
same time as I did and also noted the shitty
weather. Raf was next up with a coffee in
hand and went straight to the bonnet of

the Coronet knowing the battery would be
drained due to the faulty alternator. I made
an attempt at drying my VE which was
covered with a fine sprinkling of rain but
after 10 minutes I put the chamois away
when my work was undone in seconds
with another light spit.
The quiet solace of the morning was
momentarily interrupted as Bob Nix
turned up in his lovely grey ‘R’ Series as he
beeped his horn a few times and flashed a
cheeky grin. I then remembered that Andy
had commented the previous afternoon
that Bob would be turning up at the crack
of dawn with a replacement exhaust manifold and gasket. Yet again Bob delivers the
goods! Within a few minutes of chatting
with Bob, Andrew surfaced followed by
Chris and then they went to work on the
VC. They seemed to have the VC running
in less than half an hour and the smoke
bellowing out of the tailpipes for the first
few minutes smelt like burning rust and
pungent sulphur. It was great to see the
VC back in business! At the same time,
Mark parked his CL nose-to-nose with
the Coronet and gave it a successful jump
start. In no time most of The Regals were
driving their cars to the entrance of the
‘Show and Shine’ and parking up on the

grassy stretch that’s on lake foreshore—
everyone except for George, Cherie, Harry
and Dimi who well and truly had a solid
night on the turps.
It was evident that the rain of the last
few weeks had flooded the foreshore
area, much worse than at last year’s
event, limiting the amount of Mopars that
would normally fit on the grassy stretch
overlooking the lake. The PT crowd were
miles from the lake, near the entrance of
the caravan park in their own corner and
there were many cars parked in spots
you could tell were last minute decisions.
Strangely enough, it gave the car show a
more festival atmosphere with many of
the Chryslers parked around the BBQ marquee, coffee venders and HVCC gazebo. In
a turn of luck, The Regals were parked in
a prime scenic location right on the lake
with the club gazebo facing the foreshore
entrance. This meant every punter who
walked out onto the grass were faced with
the large Mopar Rumble banner that hung
at the back of The Regals tent, like some
strategic advertisement.
Early on in the piece the weather began
to improve although it still remained
mildly overcast for a few hours. I saw a

few brave owners wiping the drops of
rain off their cars and I thought I’d give
it a go with the chamois on my VE also.
Once finished and feeling like my Valiant
was ready for display, I went to business
with my camera. Chryslers were still flowing in well after 9am so I thought I’d get
a few photos of cars coming through the
caravan park boom gate. Ironically as I got
to the boom gates, two other Regals were
just arriving with Jim Clews in his ‘Sunfire
Yellow’ E55 410 stroker VJ Charger and Joe
with his wife Patricia in their yellow 452
wedge powered 1962 Dodge Phoenix. It
was a comical sight as Joe’s Phoenix was
swarmed by photographers, reminding
me of the kind of flurry you would see by
red carpet paparazzi.
While walking back towards the lake
foreshore, I passed a very impressive
vibrant orange VF Dodge ute housing a
neat Hemi 6 conversion, an authentically
restored white CM Drifter ute and very cute
little Hillman Imp. Wandering around the
Mopars on the foreshore was a diverse
treat with loads of unrestored gems making it to Canton Beach this year. One of my
personal favourites of the weekend was a
complete 1964 Dodge Phoenix with a 318ci
poly power plant showing only minimal
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wear for its 48 years of service. Parked
next to it was an immaculate and stock
Centura, the most original of the French
designed Chryslers I have ever seen, with
the interior gleaming in a flawless condition that defied its age. To add to the list
of survivors was an old alabaster coloured
VF Valiant ute which carried a few hits and
scratches from decades of daily driving
and use. Pana would have been impressed
with the schmicko orange 1971 Plymouth
Duster boasting a worked 340 and a set
of 500 Series Crager Eliminator wheels,
identical to his ‘Yellow Yankee Feather
Duster Taxi’. Andy Mede pointed out the
Mopar he most wanted to take home on
the day (apart from Raf’s Coronet) which
was a stunning silver 410 stroker powered
VE VIP which was a tasty combination of
class and bruising toughness. For lovers
of the pre 60’s Mopar, you couldn’t look
past the style, chrome and massive charm
of the white 1948 Chrysler Windsor Coupe
standing next to a superb cream coloured
1959 Plymouth Sport Fury, displaying a
‘395 Golden Commando’ 361ci donk with
dual intake and Edlebrock carbies.
As for Regals members arriving on the
day, it was great to finally see John’s red
1967 notchback Barracuda in daylight,
especially when the clouds lifted around
11am to be replaced by open sunshine.
Navid’s 1973 ‘Cuda also looked the goods
with its red and black combination providing a classic example of sports styling and
Yankee muscle. As always, Mark’s ultra
cool low green VF coupe with its red rims
and white walled tyres was popular with
the spectators and Chrysler enthusiasts
alike.
The “Greek Regals” arose mid morning
and brought out their cars for viewing,
although they were a little worse for wear
from an over-enthusiastic night. George
clearly wasn’t up for conversations with
the excited punters who wanted to talk
about his Dart. You know he’s crook and
hungover when he doesn’t want to talk
Dart! Dimi impressed me by busting out
some questionably tight white shorts,
doing impersonations of the “man with
the mini shorts” who is famous around
the Chrysler scene due to his ridiculously
small shorts and weird-ass man bag. If you
don’t know the guy, Chris has got dozens
of photos on his phone and PC he can
show you, as he has a quirky fascination
with the dude.
Apart from Mopar spotting, the day was
also a mixture of catching up with club
members and other familiar personalities
that get around the Chrysler scene with
the coffee vendor and sausage sandwich
makers doing a roaring trade. As the
day’s weather continued to improve, the
Top 20 trophies were announced at 2pm
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and it was to no one’s surprise that Raf’s
name was called out for his much loved
Dodge Coronet 500, which he let me drive
by the way! The day ended extremely
quickly and efficiently with a mass exodus
of Chryslers leaving the caravan park that
followed shortly after the trophy presentation and thus another fantastic Wake
Run concluded. After a quick tidy up and
unpacking of the cabins, George’s Dart,
Dimi’s VE goon, Harry’s VG coupe, Navid’s
‘Cuda, Mark’s VF hardtop, Raf’s Coronet
and my VE Regal took off together for our
drive home back to Sydney. While our little
convoy eventually broke up into smaller
numbers down the F3, we all drove out of
the beautiful Central Coast sunshine that
graced us for the last few hours and drove
into to the dark and broody thunderstorm
waiting for us around Mt White.
The total number of Chryslers that had
entered Sunday’s ‘Show and Shine’ this
year topped 105, which was down on last
year by 50 odd cars but with the morning
rain, it was a stellar turnout considering
how precious some classic car owners
are when it comes to taking their cars out
in wet weather. A huge congratulations
must be said to all at The Hunter Valley
Chrysler Club for organising a wonderful
Mopar-rich weekend event yet again. Rest
assured, The Regals will be back next year
in force as it is an event too good to miss.
Till the next rant, see you behind the
camera lens! Regards Gordo.
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Transformer

Part 2

Words and pics by
Chris Mede

Chantal Hawkins’ 1968 426ci Hemi Plymouth Barracuda Fastback build.
Welcome to Part 2 of the continuing build of Chantal
Hawkins’ 1968 Hemi Barracuda.
As we take things up from the last installment, we can see
that progress has been moving along nicely. The wheel
tubs are welded in and going nowhere, as are the chassis
connectors. We’ve modified the rear interior side panels
to fit over the tubs, along with the false floor, and tacked
in the boot hinge brackets.
The front suspension is in, as are the front brakes, and the
new Torq Thrust II wheels have arrived. The brake booster position and brake pedal have been modified, as has the
heater blower fan, all so we could fit the huge Hemi into the A body engine bay! As the old saying goes, a picture
tells a thousand words, so check out what we’ve been up to...

1.

2.

The enormous power and torque of the Indy 426ci Hemi meant we
were always going to install chassis connectors. There’s many ways
to do this modification, but this time we cut the top of the connectors to match the profile of the floor. They were welded in solid
shortly after this photo was taken.

The front of the chassis connectors are welded to the front cross
member of the car. It’s the same place that the gearbox cross
member is secured to. With nice solid welds like this, it isn’t going
anywhere!

3.

4.

This is one of the “filler” pieces we made to join the split tubs
together. Again, there are many ways to fill the gap between the
split tubs, and on this occasion we decided to put the filler pieces on
top of the tubs. Holes were strategically drilled so plug welds could
be used to bridge the tubs. The next photo illustrates this method.

Here we see the tubs welded in solid. We used 3 filler pieces to join
the two tubs. The welds were then ground flat, and seam sealer
was used inside and out to ensure a water tight job.

5.
Here’s another photo showing the tubs after they have been
welded in.
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6.

Unfortunately we destroyed the old boot hinge brackets when we
drilled out the 25 odd spot welds, so we had this channel made, and
it will do the job just fine.

7.
After welding in the tubs, we had to re-cut the false floor so it would
fit in between them.

8.

Here we see the interior rear side panels. We had to cut out a section
due to the tubs protruding into the cabin space.

9.
This shot shows the false floor bolted in as well as the side panels.
We will weld in a filler strip to neaten it up, and the whole lot will
eventually be covered in carpet as it was before we started.

10.

Just to make sure we were on the right track, we dummy-fitted a 12
inch racing tyre to check for clearance. There was plenty.

11.
Fresh from the states, Steve shows us the American Racing 15“ Torq
Thrust D wheels. 7” on the front, 10” on the rear.

12.

Here’s the RMS AlterKation set up installed minus the sway bar.
Only a small amount of modification was required to bolt this kit up.

13.
Here’s another photo of the AlterKation front suspension. Note
the power steering rack assembly sits in front of the suspension as
opposed to the aftermarket set ups available in Australia.
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14.

This is the brake set up for the front. 300mm cross drilled and ventilated discs on a custom hub to fit the Mustang II spindles. Callipers
are twin pot Corvette C4 models. They were recommended
because they have a shallow body, and allow the 15’ Torq Thrusts
to just clear.

15.
One of the problems with putting a big block Hemi into an A body
is that it’s a tight fit. The blower fan sticks out too far, and would foul
on the valve cover, so we retro fitted a pancake fan, and it’s allowed
us to keep the standard heater box.

16.

Here’s the blower motor assembly fitted to the mounting case.
You can see that we have reduced the amount of motor protruding
through the firewall by around 80mm.

17.
This is what the assembly looks like installed.

18.

Along with the A/C lines, another component that had to be relocated is the brake booster assembly. This photo shows where we
intended to move it. Basically we have moved the whole assembly
85mm off to one side. That will provide plenty of clearance.

19.

20.
21.

There is a fair amount of work in this modification, but the result
will be worth it. The old push rod hole is plated up, and a new one
is made. The brake pedal is modified to tie into the new location of
the brake push rod.

Here’s the modified pedal. The new piece is only tacked on at the
moment for the purpose of checking our measurements.

This photo shows how the modified brake pedal assembly works.
Although just tacked in at the moment, the new piece of steel will be
tidied up and welded on solid. At this stage it works perfectly, and
we’re really happy with the way it’s worked out.
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22.

Here we are getting ready to take the motor off its stand for the
first time.

23.
These engine mounts are recommended with the AlterKation kit.
They are B body hemi mounts.

24.

Here we see Steve bolting on the water pump. Note the engine is
now sitting on the k frame, and that in turn is resting on a dolly so
we can slide it under the engine bay later on.

25.
This is the main mounting plate for the Billet Specialties Tru Trac
Serpentine system. All the accessories are mounted off this plate.

26.
27.

Here’s the Billet Specialties Tru Trac Serpentine system all bolted up.
Note the single belt and four idler pullies. This is a nice bit of gear!

The moment of truth! We took the carbie and passenger side valve
cover off for clearance. There was a few tense minutes at one stage
when it looked like it wasn’t going to go in, but we persevered, and
the results can be seen in the next 2 photos.

28.
29.

Clearance on the passenger side is as tight as it gets, but we were
expecting that anyway.

Here’s the moment that made it all worthwhile. A 426ci big block
Hemi sitting in the engine bay of a 1968 Plymouth Barracuda.

Although a fair amount of work has been done, there is plenty left to do. Next on the list is to get some rubber
on the new wheels so we can measure up for the new diff. The A/C lines have to be fabricated, re-routed and
connected. The gearbox still needs to be rebuilt and installed. The shifter cable, kick down cable, and oil cooling
lines have to be fitted, along with a trans cooler and throttle cable. We’ll also need to install a radiator and thermo
fans. The car needs to be fully re-wired, and we need to fabricate new fuel lines and brake lines. After that we can
start with fabricating the headers and exhaust system, and then a fuel tank can be custom made. That’s all without
even touching the interior, or paint and panel! We certainly have our work cut out for us!
In the meantime, check out the progress pics on the Regals website in the “In the Build” section.
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The Ant-TRAC
Words by Chris Mede and Belinda Hollis, pics by Belinda Hollis

My brother and I, both being very keen on
the historic commercial movement made
sure to attend the 1st Annual Sydney
Classic & Antique Truck Show at the
Museum of Fire Penrith in June this year.
During the course of the day we ended
up talking to a particularly friendly chap
from Wauchope about his Western Star
truck and the old restored bulldozer on
the back of it. To cut a long story short,
he showed us an album full of old truck
and bulldozer photos, and told us that he
and his daughter have restored a bunch
of antique bulldozers. At this point I met
his daughter, Belinda Hollis. Belinda had
some more photos in their tent which
she produced for us. This is when we
noticed that Belinda had restored a very
interesting bulldozer for the show scene a
while back, and it just so happened to be
Chrysler powered.
I’ll let Belinda tell the story from here, and
I hope you enjoy the photos of this unique
machine.
”Originally an Oliver Cletrac HG42, manufactured approx 1940. The name “Ant-Trac”
painted on it comes from Vali(ant) and
Cle(trac).
We purchased the machine already fitted
with the Slant 6 Valiant engine from a
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family friend. The original engine was a
Hercules but after a mishap the Valiant
was fitted. Hydraulics were made and
fitted and we later removed. We made
the decision to make something unique
out of this crawler because it was already
modified and something new and exciting
at the tractor rallies we go to. Panels work
was completed by Michael Roach and
many other bits and pieces. Turbo was
fitted but needs some modifying. Paint
work was done by Mark Johnson using
Ford Phantom Purple and our own mix
for the orange, now known as OAT (Oliver
Ant Trac) Orange. Instead of the traditional
hand operated accelerator we fitted a foot
controlled accelerator for the easy of driving to suit the car engine as tractors are
usually governed. The Ant-Trac is fitted
with two gearboxes making it very slow
and very very fast! A lot of hours were
put in to complete this restoration and
especially by my father. ”

Historic Conditional
Registration Scheme Forum
15th June 2011
Words by Chris Mede
After attending the recent
Council of Motor Clubs forum
on The Historic Conditional
Registration Scheme, the question of whether we should
change our current system to
the logbook system that South
Australia has been using for
around 10 years, and Victoria
has recently been trialing inevitably came up. In a nutshell,
under the logbook system you
have 90 days in which you can
use your historically registered
vehicle. You still have to be a financial
club member, but you can use your
vehicle on non-club sanctioned events.
It seems like a great idea on the surface,
but there are some catches that were
pointed out at the forum. One speaker’s
example was if you are using the system
in South Australia and get pulled over by
police without your logbook correctly
filled in, you have to pay one year’s
registration fees and are fined over $1000
for driving an unregistered vehicle. If you
are caught speeding, the same fines

apply, along with the speeding fine.
Another speaker gave the example that
in Victoria, one day’s driving is classed as
100 metres away from where the vehicle
is stored. A trip to the servo and back
would count as one day in your logbook
if the return trip is more than 200 metres.
In South Australia there was an upsurge
in theft claims due to the owners’ cars
being parked alone, and not having the
protection of a club watching over them
as you would on a club cruise. From
the club’s perspective, membership

numbers apparently increased, but those
members were nowhere to be seen.
Additionally, the onus is on the club’s
registrar to report non financial members
to the authorities, surely a move that
would not make him a popular man!
In a show of hands at the forum, around
only 5% of delegates were in favour of
the change to the logbook system, but at
the end of the day, the decision lies with
the RTA and all indications point towards
them sticking with the current scheme,
and leaving things as they are.

Meet our New Club Registrar!
Firstly, The Regals Mopar Car Club Inc
would like to thank our outgoing Registrar,
Geoff McNiff for his time and work to date.
We now welcome our newly appointed
club registrar, Raf Jelicich to the committee. Raf has been around Mopars for most
of his life, and is a qualified mechanic
and the co-owner of two workshops on
Sydney’s North Shore. We’ve all seen
Raf collecting trophies with his awesome
Dark Blue 440ci 1968 Dodge 500 Coronet,
and at the moment, he’s putting the final
touches on a Red 1968 AMC Javelin.
Raf’s contact details are 0431 485 741, so
please call him when you intend to use
your vehicle if it is in the HVRS.
REGALS TORQUE
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

It’s fantastic to see Tyler and Liam Roberts (the two youngest Regals members) carrying on the Mopar tradition. But looking at these
photos, is it any wonder? Under the watchful eye of their mum Tracy and their dad Brett, we can see that they have been surrounded
by Mopars right from the start!
Do you have any embarrassing old photos of yourself and an old vehicle? If so, we’d love to see them! Send your scans to info@regals.com.au.

CLUB CONTACTS
PRESIDENT
Chris Mede
Ph: 0407 212 222
Email: info@regals.com.au

Public Officer
Chris Mede
Ph: 0407 212 222
Email: info@regals.com.au

VICE PRESIDENT
Simon Griffiths
Ph: 0425 350 002
Email: valiant770@optusnet.com.au

Plates Registrar
Raf Jelicich
Ph: 0431 485 741

SECRETARY
Michelle Griffiths
Ph: 0425 236 022
Email: valiant770@optusnet.com.au

Club Run Co-Ordinator
George Tatsis
Ph: 0410 006 710
Email: dart383@optusnet.com.au

TREASURER
Andrew Mede
Ph: 0412 164 376
Email: andrewmede@optusnet.com.au

Events Photographer & Reporter
Gordon Kyd
Ph: 0401 585 905
Email: gskyd@pacific.net.au
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Webmaster AND NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Bruce Rayne
Ph: 0401 671 400
Email: mail@branchus.com.au
Committee Member
Andrew Pana
Ph: 0450 426 383
Email: plymouthduster383@hotmail.com
Committee Member
Leam McGrady
Ph: 0423 285 271

MOPAR
SPECIALIST

• Custom hand made diffs
• Diff modifications
• Chassis and race car modifications

• Custom axles and diff components supplied
• Brake modifications and conversions
• All types of custom machining

Contact Terry 0432 017 592

10% Discount for members of the Regals Mopar Car Club

(02) 8838 7111

ASK FOR NICK

Specialising in the restoration & preservation of classic Chrysler cars & components

10%nt for

ou
Disc als Club
Reg mbers
Me

www.pentastarparts.com.au
Phone +61 2 9608 8888 • Fax +61 2 9608 8910
PO Box 70, Hoxton Park NSW 2171 • 1c / 7 Lyn Parade, Hoxton Park NSW 2171
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Access
Equipment
Scissor Lifts
Boom Lifts
Vertical Lifts
Materials Handlers
Aluminium
Scaffold Towers

BRANCHES AUSTRALIA WIDE

Offering rentals, sales and service.
24 Obligation
REGALS TORQUEfree onsite quotes.

1300 13 99 66
www.onsite.com.au

